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Summary:

Ameren Corp.

Credit Rating: BBB-/Stable/A-3

Rationale

The ratings on Ameren reflect its consolidated credit profile. The ratings also reflect Ameren's satisfactory business

risk profile and significant financial risk profile. Ameren's subsidiaries include rate regulated utilities Ameren Illinois

and Ameren Missouri, and merchant energy company AmerenEnergy Generating Co. (GenCo.). As of Sept. 30,

2010, Ameren had about $7.7 billion of total debt outstanding. Based on the combination of future earnings, cash

flow, capital expenditures, and credit risk exposure, we view Ameren as about 75% regulated and 25% merchant

generation.

The consolidated satisfactory business risk profile reflects the combination of the excellent business risk profiles of

Ameren's regulated businesses offset by the fair business risk profile of Ameren's merchant energy businesses.

Ameren Missouri's excellent business risk profile reflects its recent rate cases and regulatory mechanisms that overall

indicate a decreasing regulatory risk. Ameren Missouri is a rate-regulated utility that serves 1.2 million electric and

126,000 gas customers in portions of central and eastern Missouri. The company also has 10,400 megawatt (MW)

of generating capacity of which 5,400 MW is base load coal and 1,200 MW is nuclear generation. In 2009 and

2010, the company received credit supportive rate case orders from the Missouri Public Service Commission that

includes more than $390 million of base rate increases, a fuel adjustment clause, pension and OPEB trackers, and a

cost tracker for vegetation management and infrastructure inspections. Recently, the company filed for a $12 million

gas revenue increase and a $263 million electric rate increase. The commission's orders for the gas and electric rate

cases are expected by April 2011 and July 2011, respectively. We expect that Ameren Missouri will continue to file

rate cases on a frequent basis to reduce its regulatory lag.

Ameren Illinois' excellent business risk profile reflects its lower-risk pure transmission and distribution (T&D)

operations. The company serves about 1.2 million electric customers and 813,000 gas customers in central and

southern Illinois, whose rates are regulated by the Illinois Commerce Commission (ICC). Additionally, the

company's electric transmission lines, which constitutes about 13% of the company's total rate base and is regulated

by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, provides some added diversification. Overall, we view the T&D

businesses as lower risk than the generation businesses that are included in many fully integrated electric utilities.

Ameren Illinois' business risk profile is also affected by its ability to manage its regulatory risk. Earlier in 2010,

Standard & Poor's revised its assessment of the Illinois regulation to 'less credit supportive' from 'least credit

supportive'. The change reflected our view that the Illinois legislative and regulatory environment had returned to

relative stability following the disruption during the state's transition to competition. Our revised assessment was

partially based on the 13 constructive rate case orders from 2008 until the early 2010. These developments clearly

pointed to a decreasing regulatory risk. However, in April 2010, Ameren received a $4.7 million rate case order for

its Illinois electric and gas businesses that we viewed as not conducive to credit quality. Since then, based on error

corrections and a rehearing, Ameren's net rate order was increased to $44 million. Overall, we view the company's

regulatory risk as rising. Should this persist, it could pressure the company's business risk profile, which could harm
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its credit quality.

GenCo.'s business risk profile is fair. Ameren has 6,500 MW of merchant generation, of which 4,600 MW represent

base load coal generation. Although GenCo. has consistently implemented a three-year hedging policy, its long-term

profitability is ultimately dependent on the market price of energy. While the unregulated businesses are

considerably hedged for 2011, their margins already declined in 2010 due to weak market power prices and are

expected to further decline over the intermediate term based on the forward curve. While the company continues to

effectively manage those areas that it can directly influence, including reducing its O&M costs and capital spending,

sustained weak energy power prices or increased mandated environmental capital expenditures would pressure the

merchant business over the intermediate term.

For Ameren Corp. to improve its consolidated business risk profile, it must reduce its merchant business risks by

either selling its merchant assets, committing its merchant generation to long-term contracts, or by completing the

necessary environment capital expenditures at its merchant business.

Ameren's significant financial risk profile reflects management's proactive 2009 and 2010 decisions to reduce its

dividend, issue equity, and reduce O&M costs and capital spending. More recently, the company's financial

measures have improved reflecting warmer-than-expected weather, continued cost reductions, and rate case

increases. For the 12 months ended Sept. 30, 2010, adjusted funds from operations (FFO) to total debt increased to

23.9% from 21.4% at the end of 2009, adjusted debt to EBITDA improved to 3.8x from 4.3x, and adjusted debt to

total capital strengthened to 53.4% from 54.1%. While Ameren's financial measures are expected to remain

improved for the short term, we expect that over the intermediate term the financial measures will weaken because

of increasing environmental capital expenditures and gradually weaker cash flows from the merchant generation

business.

Short-term credit factors

The short-term rating on Ameren is 'A-3'. We view its liquidity as adequate under Standard & Poor's corporate

liquidity methodology, which categorizes liquidity in five standard descriptors (exceptional, strong, adequate, less

than adequate, and weak). Adequate liquidity supports Ameren's 'BBB-' corporate credit rating. Projected sources of

liquidity--mainly operating cash flow and available bank lines--exceed projected uses, necessary capital expenditures,

debt maturities, and common dividends by about 1.2x. Ameren's ability to absorb high-impact, low-probability

events with limited need for refinancing, its flexibility to lower capital spending, its well established bank

relationships, its general high standing in the credit markets, and prudent risk management further support our

assessment of its liquidity as adequate.

As of Sept. 30, 2010, Ameren and its subsidiaries had more than $1.6 billion available on its $2.1 billion credit

facilities after reducing for outstanding borrowings. The company recently entered into the existing credit facilities

and they do not terminate until September 2013. The credit facilities require Ameren and its subsidiaries to maintain

a maximum debt-to-capital ratio of 65% and as of Sept. 30, 2010, the company was in compliance with this

financial covenant.

Ameren's current positive discretionary cash flow is expected to turn negative over the intermediate term as capital

expenditures increase. Long-term maturities are manageable with $155 million due in 2011 and $199 million due in

2012. In the fourth quarter of 2010, GenCo. used cash on hand to pay down its $200 million long-term debt

maturity. We fundamentally expect that Ameren will continue to meet its cash needs in a manner that is credit

neutral.
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Outlook

The stable outlook on Ameren reflects Standard & Poor's baseline forecast that its adjusted FFO to debt and

adjusted debt to total capital will, over the intermediate term, approximate 21% and 50%, respectively.

Fundamental to our forecast is the outcome of the company's rate case filings and market power prices. However,

because of the business risk pressures that Ameren Illinois and GenCo. are currently facing, there is less of a cushion

at the 'BBB-' corporate credit rating. A downgrade could result if the company is unable to effectively manage its

regulatory risk or dark spreads continue to compress so that FFO to debt drops to below 20% on a sustained basis.

An upgrade is possible if management decides to no longer support its merchant business.

Related Criteria And Research

• Criteria Methodology: Business Risk/Financial Risk Matrix Expanded, May 27, 2009.

• 2008 Corporate Criteria: Analytical Methodology, April 15, 2008.
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